








“ We 
shouldn’t 
sell 
products, 
but tell 
stories”



Storytelling



How can you ensure 
people will talk about you?
How can you ensure 
people will talk about you?



Give consumers something 
to talk about.



Guerrilla marketing



The 6 criteria of 
guerrilla marketing
1. Be original
2. Be unexpected and unpredictable. Complete surprise
3.  Create adequate coverage and increase this by buzz 

or editorial attention. Don’t forget your camera
4.  Be relevant. Translate your core values/value 

proposition to your desired target audience. 
Or translate an insight meaningfully/relevantly to 
target audience

5.  Be at the right moment and the right place. Adapt to 
current news, events or product launch

6. Be sympathetic. Wow effect





1. Original?
2.  Unexpected and 

unpredictable?
3. Coverage and buzz?
4. Relevant?
5. Right moment right place?
6. Wow?



Guerrilla marketing is a 
relevant hit-and-run ad 

attack. At an unexpected 
moment and place.



“ A strategic, original and 
relevant advertising attack at 
an unpredictable moment with 
an unforgettable wow-effect 
that creates sympathy around a 
brand, point of view, service or 
product to the right audience”



Impact
• Use unconventional media channels

•  Use conventional media channels in a 

unconventional way



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NLfnYBphXE&feature=player_embedded#!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NLfnYBphXE&feature=player_embedded#!


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ohhf0p8CFM&feature=player_embedded

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ohhf0p8CFM&feature=player_embedded
























“ You’re here cause 
you don’t have a 
TomTom”









You can explain a guerrilla
action in one sentence.
The picture directly tells
the underlying action.













Or: what’s the insight?
And translate that

meaningfully/relevantly to
your target audience



Guerrilla Roadmap



1.  Where is my target 
audience?

2. Where can I attack them?
3.  Visit these places. 

Watch and take photos
4. Find the idea



Everything/Everybody can be 
a communication channel.

IMPORTANT:
How do I stay original, 

unexpected and 
unpredictable. Online/Offline.



Be sure to provide 
guerrilla effect. Impact!

Be sure to provide 
guerrilla effect. Impact!





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3n8j2uWA8o

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3n8j2uWA8o


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNSaurw6E_Q&feature=player_embedded

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNSaurw6E_Q&feature=player_embedded


Prejudices
guerrilla marketing
• Help! What if the action turns out wrong
• Only for the young and wild
•  For brands with little money. 

They must use their marketing budget more wisely
• Stunt. Just for extra fun
• Pre-announce
• I can’t measure the effect
• Annoyance
• Inexpensive



From web to appFrom web to app



From campaigns to 24/7



From mass 
to 1-to-1 
message



From passive recipients to 
active receivers / pacesetters 
(interactive) communication



From experience to meaning

Meaningful
Status / Identity

Emotional

Functional

Economic



From interruptive to permissive

communication.

Advertising that ads

value to people’s lives. 

Advertising that people

choose to engage with (benefits,

entertainment, brand utility, apps, relevant events, 

relevance, stories, wow!)



TREND: guerrilla marketing 
develops from (only) being 
entertaining towards being 
good/relevant/meaningful.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lXh2n0aPyw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lXh2n0aPyw

